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Abstract—Recursive Gaussian filter is one of the constant-time algorithms for Gaussian filtering to reduce the computational order. The recursive property makes programs hard for optimization because all resulting pixels in a recursive filter depend on all input pixels. Halide is a domain-specific language for image processing and can powerfully accelerate image processing with a concise description. However, it is also tricky to describe concise scheduling for recursive filters. As a solution to this problem, RecFilter has been developed as a domain-specific language for handling recursive filter, which internally generates the Halide code. The limitation of RecFilter is in approximation accuracy. Here, we extend RecFilter to suit the methods commonly used in recursive Gaussian filter to solve this problem. Also, we improve computational performance by changing computational scheduling. Experimental results showed that the proposed generator produces more computationally efficient codes, and the resulting images have higher approximation accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Approaching the end of Moore’s law, computing architecture of chips increases complexity. In the complex hardware, it is hard to maximize the performance of codes. Domain-specific compilers/languages are one of the solutions. Halide [1] is a domain-specific language (DSL) for image processing, and continuously developed [2], [3], [4]. In the Halide, we can separate codes into an algorithm part and a scheduling part to help code optimization. We can write how to work image processing in the algorithm part and how to compute it in the scheduling part. Changing only the scheduling part, we can optimize the code for the specific hardware, such as CPU (x86, ARM, MIPS, Hexagon, PowerPC, and Xeon Phi) and GPU (CUDA, OpenCL, and OpenGL).

Here, we focus on Gaussian filtering in an image processing task in this paper. Gaussian filtering is a smoothing filter used in various signal processing and image processing tasks. For example, Canny edge detection [5], SIFT [6], saliency map computation [7], and image quality metrics of SSIM [8], [9]. Also, edge-preserving filtering, e.g., as bilateral filtering [10], guided image filtering [11] and local Laplacian filter [12], utilizes Gaussian filtering in internal processing for acceleration, such as bilateral filtering [13], [14], [15], [16] guided image filtering [17], and local Laplacian filtering [18].

The computational order of Gaussian filtering depends on the convolution’s kernel size, and the kernel size is proportional to \( \sigma \), which is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution. A solution to this problem is a recursive Gaussian filter, which is one of the constant-time algorithms whose computational order is independent of \( \sigma \). The approximation represents Gaussian filtering by recursive filtering. The representative methods of recursive Gaussian filters are Deriche [19] and Vilet-Young-Verbeek (VYV) [20], [21] forms.

The Halide has difficulty to describe concise scheduling of the recursive filter. Halide’s powerful scheduling is tiling; however, the scheduling is prevented by the recursive property that all pixels have a dependency on the other all pixels.

RecFilter [22] has been developed as a DSL for recursive filters to solve this problem. RecFilter wraps Halide and generates Halide code for a recursive filter with a concise description. The limitation of RecFilter is accuracy. The DSL is developed for accelerating recursive filtering, not for generating high accuracy filtering results. The resulting image is not approximated for Gaussian filtering.

Our previous work [23] generates recursive filtering codes with an additional tiling function written in C++ with OpenMP and Halide. This implementation can support tiling for any recursive filtering, but the Halide’s main advantage, which is the separability of algorithm and scheduling parts, has disappeared.

In this paper, we propose a new DSL description for recursive filtering, which outputs Halide codes. The DSL resolves the previous works’ limitations, such as accuracy in results and modularity in codes. The contributions of this paper are as follows;

- We improve the accuracy of the previous work of RecFilter.
- We extend RecFilter to have representative forms of IIR filtering, such as Deriche and VYV, which have higher accuracy than RecFilter.
- We accelerate the implementation of Deriche and VYV forms by adjusting computational scheduling, which has less dependency than the previous work.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Gaussian filter

A Gaussian filter is a fundamental smoothing filter that weights according to a normal (Gaussian) distribution. The Gaussian kernel has a separability so that a multi-dimensional Gaussian filter can be represented as a product of one-dimensional Gaussian filters. Hence, we will now describe the one-dimensional Gaussian filter.
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Equation (1) represents the one-dimensional Gaussian kernel;

\[
g_n = \tau^{-1} \exp\left(-\frac{n^2}{2\sigma^2}\right), \quad \tau = \sum_{n=-R}^{R} \exp\left(-\frac{n^2}{2\sigma^2}\right),
\]

where \(\sigma^2\) represents the variance and \(R\) is radius. Typically, \(R = 3\sigma\). Since the computational order of the kernel convolution is \(O(R)\), the computational complexity of the Gaussian filter increases in proportion to the \(\sigma\).

In accelerating Gaussian filtering, there are two types of filters, such as finite impulse response (FIR) filtering and infinite impulse response (IIR) filtering [24]. FIR filters utilize stack of neighboring averaged result [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], which is accelerated by recursive computing. Our previous work [30] accelerated the FIR Gaussian filtering with hard parallelization. This paper focuses on accelerating IIR Gaussian filtering [19], [21]. IIR filtering supports infinite kernel size. The work [30] accelerated the FIR Gaussian filtering with hard parallelization. The Halide [1] is a major DSL for image processing. The Halide can be described as a separate description of Algorithm parts and Scheduling parts. Algorithm parts show the essence of processing and are a hardware-independent description. Scheduling parts reveal the computational order and computational method. The former example is scanning-loop order, and the later examples are vectorization and parallelization.

\[\]

B. Recursive IIR Gaussian Filter

A recursive filter feeds back past output, and is generally represented by the difference equation;

\[
y_n = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} b_i x_{n-i} - \sum_{j=1}^{M} a_j y_{n-j},
\]

where \(x_n\) is input signal, \(y_n\) is output signal, \(a_j\) is feed-back coefficient, \(b_i\) is feed-forward coefficient, \(N\) and \(M\) are the order of the filter.

A recursive Gaussian filter approximates the Gaussian filter by setting the filter’s coefficients appropriately. The main approximation methods are Deriche [19] and Vilet-Young-Verbeek (VYV) [20], [21] forms.

The output of the Deriche form is the sum of filtering results in a causal and anti-causal scan. These scans are independent. Also, we need to calculate the initial values for each scan. The initial values are generally computed by directly convoluting extended image edge with the impulse response, which is calculated non-recursive. The image edge extension is generally carried out in a mirroring, and Equation (3) shows the mirror-extended signal \(\tilde{f}_n\) from the input signal \(f_n\):

\[
\tilde{f}_n = \begin{cases} f_n & (n = 0, \ldots, N - 1) \\ f_{-1-n} & (n < 0) \\ f_{2N-1-n} & (n \geq N). \end{cases}
\]

Algorithm 1 shows the flow of calculating initial values in the Deriche form.

In the VYV form, the filtering output is obtained by convoluting the result of a causal scan in an anti-causal scan. In this method, the initial values of the causal scan are computed by convolution with impulse response as well as in the Deriche form. In the anti-causal scan, it is calculated by weighting the results of the causal scan [24]. In general, the Deriche form is more computationally expensive than the VYV format, but it is more stable than VYV.

C. Halide

The Halide [1] is a major DSL for image processing. The language is a pure functional language and is embedded in C++. The Halide can be described as a separate description of Algorithm parts and Scheduling parts. Algorithm parts show the essence of processing and are a hardware-independent description. Scheduling parts reveal the computational order and computational method. The former example is scanning-loop order, and the later examples are vectorization and parallelization.
RecFilterDim x("x",image_width), y("y",image_height);
RecFilter F("Gaussian");
F.set_clamped_image_border();

// initialize the IIR pipeline
F(x,y) = image(x,y);

// add the filters: causal and anti-causal
F.add_filter(+x, gaussian_weights(sigma, order));
F.add_filter(-x, gaussian_weights(sigma, order));
F.add_filter(+y, gaussian_weights(sigma, order));
F.add_filter(-y, gaussian_weights(sigma, order));

// tile the filter
F.split(x, tile_width);
F.split(y, tile_height);

// schedule the filter
F.set_vectorization_width(vector_width);
F.cpu_auto_schedule();

// JIT compile and run
Buffer<float> out(F.realize());

Fig. 2. RecFilter code of recursive Gaussian filter for CPU backend.

Figure 1 shows the Halide code of 3x3 box filtering for CPU backend as an example. Func represents a pipeline stage. It is a pure function that defines what value each pixel should have. Var is the name to use as variables in the definition of a Func. "Buffer src" represents an input image, and its boundaries are extended by a method in the BoundaryConditions namespace. "Var x,y" show x and y coordinates of images and functions. In the algorithm parts, we horizontally average the clamped image clamped, and then vertically mean the averaged image. In scheduling parts, computational scheduling is defined in each func by calling various class methods, e.g., tile, vectorize, parallel, and compute_at. tile split the image into 32x32 tiles by inner and outer variables. vectorize orders vectorized computing with SIMD units, e.g., SSE, AVX, and NEON, and this vectorizes pixels along the xi loop. parallel shows multi-thread computing with multi-core/thread CPU, and the scheduling parallelize along the yo loop. compute_at indicates how to memorize computed results, and we compute and memorize “Func blur_x” on xo loop of “Func blur_y” under the schedule. In the default schedule, no computation is memorized, i.e., all functions are inlined.

The Halide is utilized for more complex image filtering, such as guided image filtering [33] and weighted median filtering [34].

D. RecFilter

The RecFilter [22] is a DSL for recursive filters with extending the Halide. Figure 2 shows the RecFilter code of recursive Gaussian filter for CPU backend. RecFilter is the entity of the recursive filter and RecFilterDim is a dimensional variable used by RecFilter. The operator add_filter adds one filter at a time in a particular dimension. It specifies the filter dimension in the first argument, the causal/anti-causal direction judging by whether a dimension is positive or negative. The filter coefficients are given in a linear list of the second argument, whose first element is feed-forward, and remains are feedback coefficients. For tiling, the filter uses the operator split. The argument of this gives the dimension to be split and the width of the tiles. Operator set_vectorization_width specifies the width of vectorizing, and operator cpu_auto_schedule automatically schedules the processing for CPU.

RecFilter accelerates processing by tiling, vectorizing and parallelizing recursive filters. It is necessary to calculate the initial value for each tile for tiling, and this is implemented uniquely in RecFilter. Figure 3 shows a one-directional filtering method of RecFilter. In step 1, the initial value of filtering is padded to zero and then filter on each tile, which is called an intra-tile scan. In step 2, the results obtained for each tile in step 1 are multiplied by the weights. The weighted results are then added to the adjacent results in the scan direction. This process is called an inter-tile scan. In step 3, the results obtained in step 2 are used as the initial values for filtering, and the final filtering results are obtained. In multi-direction filtering, this filtering will be repeated for multiple dimensions and directions.

RecFilter’s automatic scheduler specifies compute_at for intra-tile scans and compute_root for inter-tile scans as calculation timing. This schedule is because the intra-tile scan is closed within each tile, and compute_at improves cache efficiency by sequentially computing each tile. However, since the inter-tile scans are dependent on neighboring tiles, it is necessary to synchronize them, so compute_root is specified.

III. PROPOSED METHOD WITH EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

In this paper, we mention the problem that RecFilter has and propose a solution to them. We also extend RecFilter to support methods commonly used methods, such as the Deriche and VVY forms.

A. Solution for limitation in RecFilter

The implementation of RecFilter is similar to the VYV form of the recursive Gaussian filter, where the output of the causal scan is re-filtered in an anti-causal scan to obtain the final output. The filter coefficients are the same as in the VVY form. Note that RecFilter has its way of calculating the filter’s initial value, as mentioned in section II-D. This method, in particular, does not retain approximate accuracy when the filter is bi-direction. This limitation is because the intra-scans of RecFilter are not separated in the causal and anti-causal scan,
but rather are grouped. Hence, the effect of zero paddings associated with intra-scan in the anti-causal direction is large affected.

We improved this problem by extending RecFilter to not perform zero paddings for the anti-causal direction in intra-scan. Figure 4 illustrates the bi-direction filtering before and after the improvement. In the figure, the shaded areas are padded to zero, and the darker areas at the edge of tiles are used to calculate the initial values. As shown in the figure, the original intra-scan has zero paddings on the areas used to calculate the initial values (the left-side of tiles in the anti-causal scan). This process is why the original RecFilter’s approximation accuracy of the initial value is low.

We implemented a recursive Gaussian filter with RecFilter before and after the improvement. Both codes are the same as in Fig. 2. Their outputs with the input image as 512 × 512 gray image of each are shown in Fig. 5. The specifications of the computer used are also shown in Table I. And, the parameters set in RecFilter are shown in Table II. Computational time, when scheduled with cpu_auto_schedule of RecFilter, is shown in Fig. 6a. PSNR for outputs of each RecFilter, measured as the output of the FIR Gaussian filter for a correct image, is shown in Fig. 6b. VYV_AVX, used for comparison, is a recursive Gaussian Filter in VYV format that was manually optimized for CPU. From the result of PSNR, the improved RecFilter had high approximation accuracy in a small range of $\sigma$, but it decreases significantly with increasing of $\sigma$. Furthermore, the computational time does not change significantly either before or after the improvement of RecFilter, and both take several times longer than VYV_AVX.

RecFilter requires one extra filtering step for calculating the initial values, and the cost of this process had a considerable effect on the calculation time. We also consider that it is not easy to achieve high approximation accuracy with this calculation method for initial values.

### B. Extension of RecFilter Based on VYV Form

The main reason for the low approximation accuracy of RecFilter is in the computing method of initial values for each tile. In this section, we extended RecFilter by improving the computation method for initial values. Also, we adjust the suitable scheduling for the modification. We call this extended RecFilter VYV-RecFilter.

RecFilter originally used filter coefficients based on VYV format; there are two changes in VYV-RecFilter; the way of calculating initial-values and the calculation timing of function.

First, VYV-RecFilter calculates initial values by convolution with impulse response in a causal scan, and then weighting the results of the causal scan in an anti-causal scan [35]. In calculating initial values by convolution with the impulse response, the image edge typically should be extended by mirroring to compensate outside signals. In an inner tile, we can use outside signals of the tile from an input image.

Second, we changed the calculation timing of all functions as compute_at to improve the cache efficiency. In VYV-RecFilter, the processing is closed within a tile, while the...
The original RecFilter has a dependency for each tile. Here, the set parameters are changed to 256 for split width, and 64 for y-axis vector width, and otherwise same as before (Table II). Figure 7 shows VYV-RecFilter code of recursive Gaussian filter for CPU backend. We allowed changing the filtering algorithm using the operator algorithm. operator set_tol also specifies the tolerance of convolution with the impulse response. Outputs of VYV-RecFilter are shown in Fig. 8, and PSNR and computational time are shown in Fig. 9.

The results showed that VYV-RecFilter could significantly accelerate the processing time from RecFilter and improve approximation accuracy. Comparing with VYV_AVX, which is hard C++ code for VYV filter optimized with AVX, however, VYV-RecFilter had lower performance than VYV_AVX.

From the output results (Fig. 8), it can be observed that the boundaries of tiles become noticeable as the increase of $\sigma$. This phenomenon is because initial values in the anti-causal scan are calculated only from the result of a causal scan; thus, weakening the dependence of tile boundaries on each other.

In VYV-RecFilter, the approximation accuracy is degraded because the tile boundaries were not smoothed out due to the calculation method of the initial values in the anti-causal scan. We now provide redundancy in the causal scan to compute the anti-causal scan’s initial values at a position far from the tile boundaries, thus smoothing the tile boundaries. We call VYV-RecFilter with redundancy calculation Redundant-VYV-RecFilter, and Fig. 10 shows the filtering method of it. As shown in the figure, we smooth out the tile boundaries by extending the causal scan to outside of the tile and starting the anti-causal scan from there.

Here, set parameters are the same as for VYV-RecFilter. Moreover, the redundancy calculation length is specified $2\sigma$, which was the most accurate. Figure 11 shows Redundant-VYV-RecFilter code of recursive Gaussian filter for CPU backend. Operator set_redundancy specifies a redundant amount of calculation.

Figure 12 shows outputs of Redundant-VYV-RecFilter, and Fig. 13 shows result of calculation time and PSNR measurement. The results show that there is not much difference in the computational time between cases with and without the redundancy calculation because the calculation cost of redundant parts is relatively smaller than the other parts. On the other hand, the tile boundaries are smoothed out, and the approximation accuracy is improved. As you can see from the output, the tile boundaries are smoother, even with a large $\sigma$ than VYV-RecFilter. However, the approximation accuracy...
D. Extension of RecFilter Based on Deriche Form

We now extend RecFilter to have Deriche form for further improving the approximation accuracy. We call this extended RecFilter Deriche-RecFilter.

The calculation of initial values in Deriche-RecFilter is the same as a causal scan of VYV-RecFilter, which is a convolution with the impulse response. As for the calculation timing of recursive scanning, compute_at is specified for all functions as well as VYV-RecFilter. The main difference from VYV-RecFilter is anti-causal processing and setting filtering orders. Especially for the anti-causal processing, we also apply convolution processing for initialization.

Here, setting parameters are the same as for VYV-RecFilter. Figure 14 shows Deriche-RecFilter code of recursive Gaussian filter for CPU backend. Unlike the VYV form, the feed-forward coefficients in the Deriche format are not always in order one. Therefore, we overloaded the add_filter so that the feed-forward coefficients of any order can be used.

Figure 15 shows output images, calculation time, and PSNR of Deriche-RecFilter, respectively. Deriche_AVX, used as a comparison, is a recursive Gaussian Filter in Deriche form that was manually optimized for CPU as well as VYV_AVX.

The results show that Deriche-RecFilter is faster than VYV_AVX and Deriche_AVX, and the filter is stable with high approximation accuracy. As you can see from the output (Fig. 15), the processing of tile boundaries, where had a problem with VYV-RecFilter, could be handled smoothly. Deriche-RecFilter also shows higher stability above a certain \( \sigma \) with a similar computational time as Redundant-VYV-RecFilter. We consider that the low approximation accuracy, which was a problem with RecFilter, could be solved.

Figure 17 shows the Halide code generated inside Deriche-RecFilter. For simplicity, only the x-axis filter is described, and the description of the y-axis is omitted. “Buffer(float) ibuffC” and “Buffer(float) ibuffA” in the Fig. 17 are buffers for impulse response in a causal and anti-causal scan. These are pre-computed, and the results are stored in a buffer. Also, \( \text{ff}_c, \text{ff}_a, \text{fb} \) are the filter’s coefficients, feed-forward for causal, feed-forward for anti-causal, and feed-back coefficient. Furthermore, the scheduling in Deriche-RecFilter is shown in Fig. 18. Only a causal scan schedule is described for simplicity, but an anti-causal scan is scheduled in the same way. Deriche-RecFilter automatically generates these descriptions and provides a concise description of fast and accurate recursive Gaussian filter.
In this paper, we improved the RecFilter, a Halide extension for recursive filtering, to have famous IIR Gaussian filtering styles, such as Deriche and VYV forms. We had changed initialization process to improve the approximation accuracy. The changed process terminates the dependency between tiles, and then we can also accelerate the filtering time performance. We confirmed that our extension performed better with dozens of code lines than the recursive Gaussian filter, which was optimized with tens times more code.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we improved the RecFilter, a Halide extension for recursive filtering, to have famous IIR Gaussian filtering styles, such as Deriche and VYV forms. We had changed initialization process to improve the approximation accuracy. The changed process terminates the dependency between tiles, and then we can also accelerate the filtering time performance. We confirmed that our extension performed better with dozens of code lines than the recursive Gaussian filter, which was optimized with tens times more code.
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Var x;
Var xi, xo;
RDom rxi(0, tile_width);
RDom rk(0, K), txf(k, tile_width -K);
RDom rxo(0, length / tile_width);
Buffer<float> iBuffC;
    /** calc impulse response for causal scan**/
Buffer<float> iBuffA;
    /** calc impulse response for anti causal scan**/
RDom rti(0, iBuffC.height());
Expr rx;
    /** k is 0 . . . , K **/

Func F_init_causal:
    rx = tile * xo - rti;
Func F_init_causal(0, tile_width);  // output
Func F_init_causal(xi, xo) = input(xo+tile_width+xi);
Func F_init_causal(0, tile_width);  // output
Func F_init_causal(0, tile_width);  // output
Func F_init_causal(0, tile_width);  // output

Func F_final_causal:
    F_final_causal(0, tile_width);  // output
Func F_final_causal(0, tile_width);  // output
Func F_final_causal(0, tile_width);  // output
Func F_final_causal(0, tile_width);  // output

Func F_initAnti_causal:
    rx = tile * xo - 1 + rti;
Func F_initAnti_causal(0, tile_width);  // output
Func F_initAnti_causal(0, tile_width);  // output
Func F_initAnti_causal(0, tile_width);  // output
Func F_initAnti_causal(0, tile_width);  // output

Func F_finalAnti_causal:
    F_finalAnti_causal(0, tile_width);  // output
Func F_finalAnti_causal(0, tile_width);  // output
Func F_finalAnti_causal(0, tile_width);  // output
Func F_finalAnti_causal(0, tile_width);  // output

Func F compute_root():
    split(x, xo, split_width);
    split(y, yo, split_width);
    reorder(x, y, xo, yo)
    vectorize(x, vector_width)
    parallel(xo);
    parallel(yo);

F compute_root():
    split(x, xo, split_width);
    split(y, yo, split_width);
    reorder(x, y, xo, yo)
    vectorize(y, vector_width)
    parallel(xo);
    parallel(yo);

F finalize_causal.compute_at(F, xo):
    split(y, yo, split_width)
    reorder(x, y, xo, yo)
    vectorize(y, vector_width)
    parallel(xo);
    parallel(yo);

F finalize_causal.update(0)
    split(y, yo, split_width)
    reorder(x, y, xo, yo)
    vectorize(x, vector_width)
    parallel(xo);
    parallel(yo);

F finalize_causal.update(1)
    split(y, yo, split_width)
    reorder(x, y, xo, yo)
    vectorize(x, vector_width)
    parallel(xo);
    parallel(yo);

F finalize_causal.update(0)
    split(y, yo, split_width)
    reorder(x, y, xo, yo)
    vectorize(y, vector_width)
    parallel(xo);
    parallel(yo);

F finalize_causal.update(1)
    split(y, yo, split_width)
    reorder(x, y, xo, yo)
    vectorize(y, vector_width)
    parallel(xo);
    parallel(yo);

Fig. 18. Scheduling of Deriche-RecFilter.

Fig. 17. Halide code generated inside Deriche-RecFilter.
